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In considering the problems of Archival Security, I am discu sing in this paper only the factors which concern the specialist manuscript dealer. A significant portion of stolen manuscripts are offered to manuscript dealers, and while it is not
as large a percentage of the total number of manuscripts stolen
as many believe and have indicated, it is a quantity to cause
concern and cau lion among manuscript dealers.
The problem of stolen manuscripts has previously heen one
of a lack of communication and understanding between dealers
and archivists. The proposed Archival Security Program of
the Sociey of American Archivists should make substanti~l
headway in alleviating the lack of communication concernin.;
specific stolen manuscripts. Hopefully, the dialogue which is
being established will also lead to an improvement of the overall dealer - archivist relationship.
The initial and most urgent problem is that of communication. With rare exceptions, archivists do not notify specialist
manuscript dealers of thefts, nor send them inventories of
stolen items. Philip Mason, in the October A merican Archivist,
lists archives which have had recent major thefts. I have never
been contacted by any of these archives; nor have four other
manuscript dealers whom I have contacted. Together, the five
of us represent over eighty percent of the manuscript trade in
the world. These are negligent actions, aiding the perpetrators
of the thefts, and are, regrettably, the most frequent courses
of action following thefts.
Two reasons are consistently given for not notifying dealers:
fear of destruction of the manuscripts, and fear of embarrassment to the archivists or the institution. The fonner is only
justified when the thief is under police surveillance. If the thief
and his whereabouts are unknown, the most probable opportunity to apprehend him is at the point of offering the manuscripts for sale: otherwise, an investigation must be undertaken
of persons having access to the manuscripts: a course which
rarely appears to he successful. The case of Robert B. ~1urphy.
•
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the most noted archival thief of recent times, illustrates my
point. After Murphy's extensive thefts at the National Archives
became known, it was decided not to notify dealers Ot' archivists. Murphy appeared in New York and, through his accomplice, offered the manuscripts to Charles Hamilton, who was
suspicious of their ownership based on internal evidencl) alone.
Had Hamilton definitely known that they were stolen, Murphy
could have been apprehended at the time. Instead he escaped
while law enforcement personnel attempted to identify him as
a person wanted for other similar crimes. He continued to
fleece archives after leaving New York, and it was not until
some time later that he finally was apprehended.
The other reason for covering up archival thefts - that of
embarrassment to the archivist or institution - is incomprehensible, and presumably is based upon some belief that they
were negligent in allowing the theft to occur. The Murphy trial
provides examples of repositories refusing to admit ownership
of manuscripts found in the thief's possession, despite irrefutable evidence that they belonged to the particular institutions,
Such actions truly aid and abet archival thieves.
These problems can be solved with an efficient system of
reporting thefts to specialist dealers and archivists, and by
condemnation of the attitude which condones the covering up
of thefts. The Society of American Archivists has obtained a
substantial sum of money for the establishment and maintenance of an efficient and accurate reporting system. The program should consist of two alphabetized inventories - one a
list of manuscripts stolen prior to 1976, and the second a current alphabetical listing of material stolen recently. The Society
should circulate lists of newly stolen manuscripts as they are
received, and alphabetize these monthly or quarterly with a
master list of thefts occurring after 1975. This dual system
of lists is necessitated by the clerical work involved in checking manuscripts offered against lengthy lists containing items
which most likely will not be encountered, and the more realistic
expectat ion that newly offered manuscripts may he included
on a list of recently stolen items. These lists should of course
be sent to all specialist manuscript dealers and archivists who
wish to receive them.
The Society of American Archivists Security Program has
very wisely requested detailed descriptions of the items. Un"I'inler 1977
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fortunately, but understandably, many institutions do n0t have
detailed inventories available. A listing is without practical
value, however, if it does not give the exact date of the item,
and the correspondent or other unique identifying information.
Listings should not be accepted without this information; a
listing for a George Washington letter dated 1779 will bring
unwarranted suspicion on every letter of that year offered for
sale. There have been many cases where libraries charged that
letters were stolen from them solely on the basis of the year.
Indeed, an English institution actually demanded that manuscript dealers provide the provenance of all Presidential letters
in their possession because they had had a collection of Presidential letters stolen from them. Several years ago. the FBI
threatened to subpoena all of our acquisition records for a
three year period in order to investiga I.e each person from whom
we had made purchases. They were attempt ing to locate the
source of an inconsequential letter which they were told had
heen stolen from a large institution. We requested that they
obtain proof of the theft, and it was then discovered that the
letter had never been stolen. The librarian had assumed, hecause of the correspondent, that it was among the group stolen,
without bothering to check his own detailed inventory of the
missing letters.
The solution of the second phase of the problem - that of
archivists covering up thefts - is, I am afraid, not as easily
dnalt with, and such actions are given some respectability by
the Society's position that the theft can be reported with the
stipulation that the information will not be circulated. I do not
understand the reason for reporting the information if it cannot be circulated. If the Society maintains a position that it
will report to an institution if anyone inquires concerning specific manuscripts, without advising the person inquiring that
the manuscripts have been reported as stolen, the cooperation
hoped for in this project will not be forthcoming.
The polarity between archivists and manuscript dealers
cannot be alleviated as readily as an accurate and efficient
reporting system can he established. It is true that many
manuscript dealers view some archivists as persons who do
not live in a world of realities: they carelessly protect historically valuable manuscripts, are either too incompetent to notify
dealers after the material is stolen, or cover up the theft, are
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frequently totally uncooperative when a dealer attempts to
establish if a particular manuscript belongs to them, and finally
refuse to prosecute the thief once the manuscript dealer has
almost singlehandedly apprehended him, returned the manuscripts, and lost his own money in their recovery.
Apparently, many archivists view at least some manuscript
dealers as persons whose only interest is in making money and
who will buy stolen manuscripts if they are reasonably confident that they will not be discovered. In Mr. Mason's previously cited article, he states that "the major reasons for theft
from archives has been monetary gain," and continues, "the
role of the book and manuscript dealers hears close scrutiny
in Ihe whole matter of archival theft. Evidence presented in
many trials relating to such activities corroborates questionable
ethics of ome persons who make a living hy selling historical
books and manuscripts." The implications in this statement
are grossly unfair to the dealers specializing in manuscripts.
I do not know of one situation where it was alleged that a
manuscript dealer knowingly purchased stolen manuscripts.
Perhaps the reference was to persons who deal in all types
of ant iquarian objects, such as coins, stamps, antiques, books,
paintings, autographs, etc. Undoubtedly such persons have
been implicated in thefts, but these are certainly not a part
of Ihe "persons who make a living by selling historical books
and manuscripts." In this same article, hook and manuscript
dealers are cited for their instrumental roles in uncovering
specific thefts. This is the view which the manuscript dealers
would like archivists to take of them; it is, unfortunately and
evidently, not the view of many.
The view from the other side of the relationship is essentially
out lined in my earlier remarks that dealers frequently see archivists as custodians, unable or unwilling to take proper actions
to prevent thefts, and obtain the return of the material should
they occur. Manuscript dealers have at least minimum security
on their premises, which many archives do not, and they frequently do not appreciate the enormous cost in both equipment and personnel to oversee tighter ecurity procedures. A
similar lack of understanding exists with regard to inadequate
inventory records. The cost of properly listing every item of
commercial value in a collection can be staggering and may
be of minimal use except in the event of theft. Not notifying
Winter 1977
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dealers of thefts is inexcusable when based on laxness: it is
reprehensible when based on embarrassment although this
human emotion is a t least understandable. Indeed, it is not
limited to archivists; several years ago I engaged a firm of
private detectives to recover six items stolen from my office
by a professional thief. When apprehended, the thief possessed
a quantity of manuscripts with markings clearly indicating
they were from the stock of another dealer. When I telephoned
this dealer I was told that it would be impossible to steal
manuscripts from him and that he therefore was not interested
in hearing further about it. The dealer was embarrassed and
was willing to forego the return of the manuscripts to protect
his own image of his security.
A substantial number of archivists do live in an unrealistic
world, disbelieving that manuscripts can be stolen from their
care. In numerous situations manuscript dealers have telephoned institutions concerning material they were being offered
only to be told that it would be impossible for anyone to
remove anything from the archives. I personally have experienced several such situations where archivists have refused to
physically make certain they had the manuscripts in question.
Recently we were offered a document of major national importance to a European country, and knowing that the national
library of the country owned the document, I telephoned it,
only to be told that no one could steal such a document, and
it was unnecessary for it to confirm current possession of the
item. The country's national police department was not as
confident and within several days the document was returned.
The final area which I will discuss is perhaps the most
serious: unsubstantiated and unwarranted charges concerning
the provenance and legal ownership of manuscripts. Accusations such as those made by the English institution concerning
its Presidential collection can be ignored because they are
preposterous; statements by archivists that manuscripts have
been stolen from them cannot be ignored and these accusations
are frequently and inaccurately made. These are serious charges
and when two important collections which we owned became
the victims of such rumors and gossip several years ago, we
could not treat the matter lightly. One library initially blocked
another institution's fund-raising effort to purchase a collection by stating that our collection had been stolen some fifty
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years earlier from it. Another archivist claimed that a collection had been stolen from his library forty years earlier. In
neither case did the accusor contact us - we learned of the
accusations from others, and immediately challenged the individuals to prove their charges or retract them. Our only alternative was a civil suit to recover damages for the loss of the
two sales. The evidence upon which these individuals had ba~ed
their charges was circumstantial, consisting of the fact that
the collections were related to groups of papers already in
their institutions, and therefore it was reasonable to assume
that they had been part of the collections when they were
given to the institutions. Neither institution had any record
of being given these particular papers, nor did either have
any catalogue notes concerning them. In both instances we
possessed the family correspondence tracing the provenance
back to the family members who originally separated the collections from the other papers - thereby explaining why they
were not with the collections given to the institutions.
Each of these attitudes contributes to the impression of
isolation and unreality in some parts of the archival world,
an impression which is certainly inaccurate when applied to
the majority of archivists. The beliefs some archivists profess
concerning the ethics of manuscript dealers are equally inaccurate. The efforts which the Society of American Archivists
has made to open a dialogue with manuscript dealers and to
establish an accurate and efficient system of reporting stolen
manuscripts are significant and substantial steps to cooperation, mutual understanding, and respect.

